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Abstract. Safety critical systems often have shutdown mechanisms to bring the system to a safe state in the event of a malfunction. We examine the use of ride-through, a technique to reduce the frequency of safety shutdowns by allowing small transient violations of safety rules. An illustrative example of enforcing a speed limit for an autonomous vehicle shows that using a rate-limited ride-through bound permits a tighter safety limit on speed than a fixed threshold without creating false alarm shutdowns. Adding state machines to select specific safety bounds based on vehicle state accommodates expected control system transients. Testing these principles on an autonomous utility vehicle resulted in improved detection of speed limit violations and shorter shutdown stopping distances without needing to increase the false alarm shutdown rate.

1 Introduction

Automobiles, like many other safety-critical systems, are incorporating complex software-based features at an increasing pace. Runtime monitoring [2] is an attractive way to help ensure safe system operation because traditional design techniques (such as model checking) don’t scale well enough to the complexity of these systems. One way to use these monitors is allow them to trigger a safety shutdown (or at least shut down a potentially faulty component) when they see a safety policy violation.

A common way to reduce safety shutdown frequency in industrial control systems is by using the concept of "ride-through," in which a minor transient violation of system safety properties is ignored so long as it is not too severe [4]. However, there has been little academic discussion of this topic (especially outside the power domain [3]), and no critical evaluation of how and when such approaches are useful.

Ride-through can be used in autonomous ground vehicles to provide increased accuracy of a runtime monitor, both to avoid triggering on false-positives as well as to reduce the detection time for some types of faults.

This paper uses an illustrative example of enforcing a vehicle speed limit to discuss ride-through, showing that using a sliding rate-limited ride-through bound permits a tighter safety limit on speed than a fixed threshold, without increasing false alarm shutdowns. We also show that the usual approach of a
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non-rate-limited bound is no better than a fixed threshold. Adding state machines to select safety bounds can accommodate expected control system transients. Feasibility tests on an autonomous vehicle resulted in improved detection of speed safety threshold violations and shorter shutdown stopping distances without needing to increase the false alarm shutdown rate.

2 Safety Limits

Most safety-critical embedded systems run periodic control loops, affecting the values of some system properties. Such systems typically have a known safe operating envelope, which can be described by the values of its system properties. We have found that simple property bounds (such as speed limits) are extremely useful and have been sufficient to support safety cases [1] in full-scale systems we have built. The value of a property at which the system is no longer safe is its safety limit (e.g., a safety limit on the engine of 7500rpm might be set because the engine cannot operate above that speed without violent failure, or a top vehicle speed might be set based on the maximum speed rating of tires).

Safety-critical systems often have both a normal control system and a simple and reliable emergency backup system which has independent actuators whose express purpose is to bring a faulty system to a safe state as quickly as possible. We call the emergency control system the hard limit system. At the hard limit the system is about to become unsafe and must immediately be returned to a safe state, using a hard shutdown to avoid exceeding the safety limit. A hard shutdown for autonomous ground vehicles may include opening an electric vehicle safety relay under high current load (which causes significant wear to the relay). Classically, hard shutdowns might leave an environmental mess, cause equipment damage, or at the very least necessitate a service outage to effect system recovery, making false alarm activations highly undesirable.

In production operation, hard shutdowns are typically avoided at all practical cost due to the expense and disruption of system shutdown and recovery. For that reason, many embedded control systems also use a soft limit. The soft limit serves as a warning for the control system to attempt to transition the system to a safe state via a soft stop, which is an orderly shutdown that avoids the worst of the consequences of an emergency control system activation. For example, a soft stop might be a command to vehicle autonomy software to stop the vehicle without activating the vehicle safety relay. This might work in many cases, but cannot be counted upon if the autonomy software itself is what has failed.

3 Ride-through Bounds

A baseline soft limit system has a fixed soft limit threshold located some distance before the hard limit threshold is reached. Whenever the soft limit threshold is crossed, the system performs a soft shutdown.

A very simple ride-through mechanism adds a maximum time and maximum magnitude to a soft limit violation. This allows the system to violate the soft limit for a certain amount of time as long as the property stays under a given magnitude for the entire duration. This type of bound can be visualized by
enclosing the curve of the property in a rectangle above the soft limit (see Figure 1). As long as the value stays within the rectangle, the system can continue to ride-through the violation. This is probably the most common ride-through strategy in current use, and it is common for the maximum magnitude to simply be the hard limit (i.e., wait a short period after the soft limit is violated before actually activating the soft shutdown.)

For systems with unbounded dynamics, rectangular bounds are functionally a higher static limit and thus no more effective than using an equivalent higher soft limit. This is because the soft recovery threshold must be low enough that a worst case (rate which is vertical) violation can be recovered before triggering an emergency stop. But this is where the static threshold is usually located, even without ride-through. In other words, using a rectangle doesn’t actually help at all if you are designing a safety-critical system for the worst case! A rectangular bound (a higher static limit with a maximum duration) is only useful for systems in which the property is unlikely to jump immediately and surpass the hard limit.

We can do better than a rectangular bound by limiting the rate of change of the violating property. Rate-limiting bounds (possibly including a bounded recovery) are more flexible and potentially more effective than static bounds. Figure 1 includes visualizations of a few rate-limited bounds.

Most systems have significant inertia in the form of physical mass, thermal mass, pressure storage vessels, moments of inertia, and the like that make them unlikely to exceed a certain rate of change unless a catastrophic failure has taken place. It may be very reasonable for a designer to assume that if a worst case violation doesn’t happen at the outset, it is unlikely to happen in the near future. This permits playing the odds in terms of letting a system exceed its soft limit to give it a chance to recover on its own so long as the excursion past that limit is not dramatic. This can reduce system shutdowns for mild soft limit violations at the slightly increased risk of hard limit violations if the system suddenly exhibits a rapid change toward the hard limit threshold. (Playing the odds this way does not compromise safety since since the hard limit is ultimately what guarantees system safety.)

This idea can be enhanced by setting different soft limit bounds based on the operating state of the system (for example, relaxed ride-through limits when accelerating compared to steady state cruise if speed transients are more likely to be benign when accelerating).
Fig. 2. Autonomous vehicle velocity and acceleration during test run

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modal Rule</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>0.4 Rate, Soft at 1.61 7.377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>0.5 Rate, Soft at 1.61 44.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>0.6 Rate, Soft at 1.61 45.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>Static 1.75 45.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0.4 Rate, Soft at 1.54 42.673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>0.5 Rate, Soft at 1.54 44.611</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Shutdown trigger times for replayed ride-through rules
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4 Applying Ride-Through

We have collected data from an autonomous utility vehicle in which we induced an environmental fault to illustrate different ride-through techniques. We use a two-passenger, 1500lb electric utility vehicle outfitted with a simple autonomy package that has been used internally for hundreds of autonomy tests at a robotic research facility over the past five years.

Figure 2 shows a graph of the velocity of our autonomous vehicle commanded across a flat field and over a hill at 1.4 m/s with our prototype monitor just passively listening and logging data. Because this vehicle is a relatively lightweight electric vehicle, it has little inertia and the velocity oscillates rapidly. We use a 10 sample running average velocity (calculated on the monitor) to provide a smoothed value to monitor (which we refer to as the velocity).

We replayed a logged trial of the vehicle on the monitor with a set of different ride-through rules. The limit values were picked based on the system dynamics seen in the traces, using rates near the worst case rates seen and soft limits barely above the usual value peaks. The time at which a simulated shutdown was triggered for each rule is shown in Table 1a. The Modal column shows whether the rule included the cstate mode-based rules to skip the overshoot
(See Section 4.1). The 1.75 m/s static rule (acceleration ignored) is the lowest static rate that doesn’t trigger on the initial speed limit overshoot. The 0.5 m/s rate is the best performer on this trial (triggering earliest during the actual violation), showing that a rate-limiting bound can outperform the best static bound. (Note that the trigger time of 7.377 s is a false positive, triggering on the initial vehicle speedup rather than during the true over-speed caused by the hill.)

4.1 Mode Based Limits

We can see that the vehicle widely overshoots its commanded speed when it begins accelerating on flat ground. A high static limit would be needed for the monitor to disregard this situation, but a high static limit that would allow the initial overshoot would permit significant violations of the speed limit that might be more problematic during other times as well.

Surprisingly, even a rate-limited bound doesn’t necessarily protect us from issues such as this overshoot. As seen in Figure 2, the acceleration behaves just as erratically as the velocity does. Mode based limits can be used to monitor systems more effectively even when they have startup transients and the like.

For our example case, we can use a mode to select different safety bounds during the initial overshoot and for normal operation afterwards. This allows us to use a lower soft limit that would trip a false positive without the mode switch. Figure 3 shows a state machine depicting the cstate mode used during the experiment and the overall ride-through strategy that utilizes the mode. This rule uses a higher static limit until the velocity drops under 1.4 m/s after peaking above 1.6 m/s. The depicted strategy has a hard limit of 1.8 m/s with a static soft limit at 1.75 m/s when the system is initially accelerating and a static 1.54 m/s soft limit once the system has reached a steady state. The system attempts to ride-through speed limit violations with bounded rates of 0.4 m/s² under steady-state and no rate limit during the initial acceleration. As seen in Table 1, the specific static soft limit and ride-through rates can be changed to create different operating envelopes.
Having different safety rules during different system states is not unreasonable. For example, an autonomous vehicle might be able to move in a parking lot with a certain speed (parking lot mode), but probably should not be moving at all if its doors are open while in that parking lot (passenger entry/exit mode).

4.2 Combined Safety Rules

Ride-through and state based rules are independent yet complementary solutions – combining ride-through with state based rules allows tailoring the rate bounds based on the operating state of the system. As might be expected, these combined rules can lead to further improvement.

Table 1b shows the stopping distance for the vehicle after a soft stop (commanded 0 m/s speed) was triggered by the monitor using the combined safety rules. We can see that for this particular system a rate limit of 0.4 m/s$^2$ and a soft threshold of 1.54 m/s produced the minimum stopping distance, which is better than could be attained by either method alone.

5 Conclusion

Ride-through allows a runtime monitor to tolerate transient violations of the safety threshold of certain safety properties if the small violation can be considered within a safe operating envelope. This can be a useful addition to a safety system on an autonomous vehicle in order to reduce the chance of false alarm shutdowns while managing the risk of false negatives that result in hard shutdowns. The obvious simple ride-through bound (a rectangle) is in many cases no better than a fixed static threshold because it is vulnerable to false negatives for high-slope violations. Using both using state-based rules and/or rate limited bounds can provide a more effective ride-through strategy that tolerates mild soft limit violations while triggering a soft limit shutdown for more dramatic soft limit violations. Experiments on an autonomous electric vehicle show that state-based modes and rate limited bounds can provide a shorter stopping distance for a soft limit violation while avoiding false alarm shutdowns as well as undesirable hard limit shutdowns. This provides a proof-of-concept that these ride-through approaches can help improve the effectiveness of vehicle runtime monitoring systems.
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